Abstract-This paper evaluates the implementation of Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols suitable for massive access connectivity in 5G multi-service networks. The access protocol extends multi-packet detection receivers based on Physical Layer Network Coding (PLNC) decoding and Coded Random Access protocols considering practical aspects to implement one-stage MAC protocols for short packet communications in mMTC services. Extensions to enhance data delivery phase in twostage protocols are also proposed. The assessment of the access protocols is extended under system level simulations where a suitable link to system interface characterization has been taken into account.
I. INTRODUCTION
The support of massive access connectivity for massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC) services has attracted the efforts of research and industrial community towards the design of 5G networks. The recent publication [1] and references therein, summarize the state of the art of commercial solutions supporting MTC and provide a review of 5G design efforts to support mMTC over a flexible multi-service air interface. Among the identified design challenges, we shall remark the need to reduce overhead of the control signaling channel and to boost access and throughput capacity to significantly increase the number of served devices. In this work, we focus on physical layer technology enablers targeting light-weight, spectral efficient and flexible access schemes for small data packets. In particular, we consider physical layer and medium access control solutions for one-stage access protocols under multi-service air interface. The physical layer component is also applied to deliver more efficient two-stage protocols by enhancing the data delivery phase. The terminology of onestage and two-stage access protocols is borrowed from [1] , which introduced the nomenclature to help classify recent work towards the design of more agile protocols in terms of signaling, and better support for massive connectivity. With respect to the LTE-A access protocol [2] , which involves at least three stages (the access phase, the connection establishment and the data transmission phase), two-stage protocols improve LTE multi-stage scheme by allowing the access phase to also bear unique user information (e.g. user signatures) that permits user identification within the same phase. By contrast, onestage protocols reduce protocol phases and the corresponding signaling to a single stage which includes the access to the medium and the data delivery. The proposed access protocol belongs to the latter class, which typically resorts to random access approaches, where users contend for a pool of resources. More specifically, the considered scheme combines the principles of (a) contention based random access to allow for access protocol with small signaling overhead; (b) non-orthogonal transmissions, that is, allowing multiple users to transmit simultaneously over the same physical resources to efficiently use the spectrum, and (c) channel coding features to efficiently deal with collisions and exploit code redundancy at frame level. The main focus has been to advance on practical aspects of the PHY/MAC components [3] to improve access connectivity in the framework of mMTC services requiring short packet transmissions. Packet length is therefore a relevant aspect of the study. In this context, we proposed a reliable multiuser detection and channel estimation solution yet requiring small data transmission overhead, that jointly with PLNC decoding can support efficient one-stage access protocols. Flexibility aspects for the coexistence with other 5G services have also been considered in the design. The access scheme has been assessed by means of physical layer simulations as well as system level performance results, for which the characterization of the link to system (L2S) interface has been a relevant aspect investigated. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the access protocol and its technology components, namely, the multi-user detector (MUD), the physical layer network coding (PLNC) decoder and the frame layer decoder; Section III presents the numerical results for the protocol assessment under 5G framework, including numerical results supported on PHY-MAC simulation framework as well as system level simulation results. The latter were performed under the framework of FANTASTIC-5G project [4] based on the simulation platform [5] . Finally, we draw the conclusions. II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION Fig. 1 provides a high level description of the protocol signaling and data transmission phases. After a preliminary phase that may comprise user authentication, signaling for device synchronization, etc, the device realizes several attempts to access the channel and deliver its data packet. At the end of each access frame the base station (BS) acknowledges successfully delivered packets. Since a vast number of mMTC services do not exhibit strong latency constraints, the feedback signaling, i.e. an acknowledgment (ACK), is delivered at the end of each frame. In the case of more stringent latency requirement, more agile feedback signaling could be implemented with no major changes on the main protocol components. However, detailed control and feedback signaling has not been the focus of the work.
System Level Simulations
Looking in more detail at the transmission scheme within a frame, Fig. 2 provides further details on the access protocol functionality. The access protocol, belongs to the family of slotted access system. It is assumed that a procedure is in place to allow the terminals to time their transmissions in such way that the received signals are synchronized on symbol, slot and frame level. In each MAC frame, formed by L slots, a random subset A ⊂ K T of so-called active users attempt to deliver their payload. The size of the set of active users |A| = K is much smaller than the total number of users in the system K T . For the sake of exposition active users are identified by indexes 1, 2, . . . , K. It is considered that each user attempts to transmit a single packet-message per frame. However, for each message there are r packets transmitted over randomly selected slots within the frame. Each transmitted packet is a concatenation of the form [s k x k,r ], where s k denotes the user signature sequence, also referred to as preamble, and x k,r denotes the payload data of user k sent on its r attempt. The payload data contains a single codeword,
, where G is the binary channel encoding matrix and u k,r ∈ F 1×k 2 the information message. The scheme assumes that all users contending over the same frame use the same channel encoder G and modulation mapping χ, with
, where p k denotes the unmodulated preamble symbols.
We shall remark that even though in this work we consider that the same payload is repeated in all packets transmission attempts by each user per frame (x k,1 = x k,2 ) a pre-coding consisting in a multiplication over the extended binary field can be applied [3] in a straightforward manner. Such extension, does not modify the PHY-layer procedure. That is, the PLNC decoding, nor the frame decoder principle. It only affects the finite-field in which the frame decoder operates.
As it is detailed next, the user signature also serves as pilot symbols for channel estimation. In the example each user transmits r = 2 packets. However, the scheme can be generalized to other values of frame diversity, r, or nonuniform packet distributions in similar fashion to [6] , [7] .
Given the focus on short packet transmission, we considered the family of binary LPDC codes [8] based on protographs, which have shown a good performance for short block codewords 1 . More specifically we select rate-1/2 LPDC codes from the CCSDS standard [11] used for telemetry and telecommand (TT&C) in Deep Space Communications. Table I provides details of available codeword lengths and how they fit into Physical Resource Blocks (PRB) for different numerologies. Taking for instance LTE numerology, where one PRB spans 180 kHz (12 subcarriers) and one Transmission Time Interval (TTI) of a 1 ms duration, the minimum PRB has an equivalent length of 168 symbols. By selecting the shortest codeword length n = 128, which nicely fits the minimum PRB, the remaining 40 symbols can be assigned to the preamble.
To illustrate a possible mapping of frame slotted random access protocol into the time-frequency domain, Fig. 3 shows the allocation of PRBs for mMTC, where each packet is transmitted over one PRB and the frame is defined by L = 12 PRBs. The figure shows the coexistence of mMTC service over the frequency-time resources 2 with other 5G services, such as URLLC and eMBB services, which may require a different numerology (different subcarrier spacing, TTI duration, or PRB symbol size). The access protocol allows customization in terms of frame size and frequency allocation.
Without loss of generality we consider the discrete-time baseband signal model where the received n − th symbol over the i-th slot is given by,
(1)
with channel fading coefficients denoted by h k,i and the AWGN contribution by w[n] ∼ CN (0, N 0 ). Note that channel fading coefficients are assumed constant over the packet duration. This is a reasonable assumption for short packet transmissions and low mobility scenarios, where channel frequency selectivity and time-varying characteristics can be neglected.
A. Multiuser detection and channel estimation
As explained in detail in the next section, PLNC-decoding assumes perfect knowledge of the identity of the transmitting users, as well as of their channel coefficients. In practice, we propose to design a preamble-based MUD scheme to provide the decoder with good estimates of this data. Note that the mMTC access protocol presented in this paper is a classic application of the theory of compressed sensing: According to (1), the received signal during the preamble phase is the noisy linear combination of the users' unique signatures, with the sparse vector (at most K out of K T users transmit at any slot, with K K T ) of channel coefficients as parameters. Then, a smart choice of the signatures guarantees a perfect reconstruction of the channel vector (neglecting noise-induced errors) even when the system is underdetermined, that is when the signatures are too short to be linearly independent [12] , as in our case where K T N S . More specifically, the entries of the sampling matrix, whose columns correspond to the users' signatures, are generated as Gaussian i.i.d. random variables with zero mean and variance P , where P is also the average payload symbol power. Note that this choice ensures uniform power transmission over the entire message, namely preamble plus payload. Also, signature assignment to the users can be carried out by simply sending the random generator seed. Other choices for the probability distribution of the pilots, e.g. Bernoulli, would be as valid.
At the BS side, MUD is carried out on a slot-by-slot basis by means of the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) algorithm [12, Chapter 8] , which is a good choice since we only need to run as many iterations as the number K of active users, typically small. As an extra benefit, the list of users output by OMP is sorted according to the decreasing magnitude of their channel coefficients, as required to apply Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC), as explained next.
B. PLNC and frame decoder
The PLNC-decoder recovers as many collided packets per slot as possible. Operating on the complex-valued received signal y i , the PLNC-decoder first tries to decode the packet of the strongest user. If this is successful, the contribution of this packet in the received signal is canceled by standard SIC. This process is repeated as long as decoding of the individual packets is successful.
In the next step, including the case where no individual packet can be decoded, the decoder can try to decode a combined packet (given by the sum of two or more packets) by exploiting the basic property of any linear channel code that the sum of any two codewords is also a codeword. As explained in detail in [13] , the decoding for packet combinations can be performed with the same decoder by a suitably defined vector of L-values as decoder input. For K 1 remaining packets, there exist
combinations of two or more packets, for which a decoding attempt is possible. Some of the successfully decoded packet combinations can be further resolved at slot level by XOR operation with individual decoded packets in the previous stage. While others successfully identified packet combinations are not immediately useful within the same slot, they provide additional information for the decoding of the entire frame and increase the rank of the network decoding matrix.
For frame decoding, the packet combinations together with the decoded individual packets form a generation of networkcoded packets, which can be completely decoded if the resulting matrix of network coding coefficients is invertible. If this matrix is not invertible, at least the individually decoded packets are recovered, in other words, the PLNC-decoding never decreases the number of correctly decoded packets.
III. SYSTEM LEVEL ASSESSMENT AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
We have assessed one-stage and two-stage access protocols with multi-packet PLNC-decoding by means of system level simulations and compared their performance against the baseline protocol, LTE-A (ARP). The numerical results consider BPSK modulation with coded bits mapped onto {0, 1} → {− √ P , + √ P } symbols and a block Rayleigh fading channel with h k,i ∼ CN (0, 1).
To evaluate the proposed access protocols at system level we make use of the capture probability P C (Q, K) as conceptualized in [14] , which represents the probability of successfully decoding Q packets out of K colliding packets. It provides a measurement of successful multi-packet decoding within a single slot (or single radio resource block), on an isolated manner. That is, it does not take into account that previously decoded packets could help to improve multi-packet decoding at the current slot by canceling interference, nor the additional packet resolutions that can be obtained via frame decoding. This approach facilitates the evaluation of one-stage and two-stage protocols at system level considering the current simulator implementation features. For the one-stage access protocol, performance results represent a pessimistic scenario since some decoded linear combinations-the ones that cannot be resolved within a single slot-are not considered in the capture probability. In other words, the assessment considers a frame size of L = 1 slot. The capture probability is obtained by means of Monte-Carlo simulations over 10000 realizations (for each set of system parameters), applying the multiuser detection and channel estimation via OMP over K T = 1000 users. For K colliding packets, K user signatures are randomly picked from the pool of signatures, which are independently drawn from a Gaussian distribution. Across all users, independent and identically distributed Rayleigh fading is assumed. All fading coefficients are constant within the slot. The maximum number of colliding packets is set to K max = 6. For higher values the receiver assumes all packets are lost. Capture probabilities are also computed assuming perfect multiuser detection, which are used for the evaluation of the two-stage protocol. Note that in two-stage protocols, the system knows which users are sharing the resources allocated to the delivery phase. Hence, we may assume perfect MUD and focus on the multi-packet PLNC-decoding gains. The capture probability for the standard SIC decoding is shown for comparison in Table II for the case of K = 6 collisions at several SNRs values. For each column element, the triplet a, b, c denotes respectively, the capture probability for PLNCdecoding with the OMP estimator, PLNC-decoding with perfect MUD and channel knowledge and SIC decoding with the OMP estimator. Similar tables are obtained for values of K = 1, 2, . . . , K max , but omitted due to space limitations. The scenario considered for system level simulations is specified in Table III . For all protocols it is assumed there is 10 MHz bandwidth available for the mMTC service, distributed across 50 PRBs. The 50 PRBs are shared between access and data delivery phases. For LTE-A and two-stage protocol the same Access Reservation Protocol (ARP) procedure is considered. For the one-stage protocol all 50 PRBs are available for data transmission. The preambles in this case are the signature sequences embedded in the data packet. The normalized arrival rate refers to the new packet arriving to the system. Thus, in the presence of retransmissions, with the specific back-off and queue management, the actual physical load of the system can be larger.
Performance results are shown in Figures 4 to 6 , showing protocol access reliability, throughput and access latency, respectively. Access reliability measures the probability of a device successfully delivering its packet before the maximum number of retransmissions elapses; protocol throughput denotes the average number of served devices, while access latency measures the amount of time (measured in TTIs) between the time instant when a device has new data to transmit (packet arrival at the device) and the time instant when the devices data is received successfully. The results show the significant increase in terms of throughput and access reliability with respect to the baseline protocol, as long as the signal quality exhibits reasonable SNR, even for moderate to high loads such as λ > 1. The evaluated scenario assumes that devices have the same average SNR, which represents a challenging case for standard SIC. When there is power imbalance, SIC cancellation has better performance.
Throughput gains are increased when frame decoding is in place, as it is observed from Fig. 7 . These results were obtained by means of a PHY-layer simulator where PLNCdecoder and MAC frame decoder were executed at each Monte-Carlo realization. The PHY-layer simulator also implements MAC protocol features, such as traffic generation or mechanisms for back-off and retransmission. Results were obtained for a frame size of L = 10 slots, with a maximum number of 3 retransmissions (i.e. a maximum of 4 attempts), Poisson traffic generation with normalized packet arrival rate λ ∈ (0, 3), 100 users and K max = 6 maximum number of colliding packets per time-slot.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
PLNC decoding with multiuser detection based on compressed-sensing are shown to be reliable candidates to implement one-stage protocols to support efficient massiveaccess for short packet mMTC services. Relevant multi-packet decoding gains are obtained even for very short codewords, for which in general channel coding gains are moderate. The scheme is robust to detection and estimation errors obtained with practical algorithms such as the OMP, even when the signature sequence is several orders of magnitude smaller than the user space. Furthermore, the access protocol scheme allows for suboptimal schemes such as the application of standard interference cancellation techniques prior to the joint decoding, which considerably reduces complexity yet retains performance gains even for relatively large system loads. The performance assessment carried out by system level simulations has shown significant gains with respect baseline LTE-A protocols which are crucial for the ability to support larger number of devices for mMTC services. 
